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Abstract—In this paper, we have expanded the current status of
semantic communication limited to processing one task to a more
general system that can handle multiple tasks concurrently. In
pursuit of this, we first introduced our definition of the “semantic
source”, enabling the interpretation of multiple semantics based
on a single observation. A semantic encoder design is then
introduced, featuring the division of the encoder into a common
unit and multiple specific units enabling cooperative multi-task
processing. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed semantic source and the system design. Our approach
employs information maximization (infomax) and end-to-end
design principles.

Index Terms—Cooperative semantic communication, multi-
task processing, infomax.

I. INTRODUCTION

Applications involving machine-to-machine or human-to-

machine communications often have to prioritize task ex-

ecution over the exact reconstruction of transmitted infor-

mation at the receiver. Unlike the traditional information

theory established by Shannon, which emphasizes the accurate

transmission and reception of bits, the design of communica-

tion systems for these applications takes a distinct approach,

drawing attention to task performance rather than fidelity in

information transmission. Thus, regarding the three levels of

communication [1], technical layer (accurate transmission of

symbols), semantic level (transmitting the desired meaning),

and effectiveness level (effectiveness of the received meaning),

one should investigate the second level of communication

to meet the demands of emerging applications. Leveraging

advancements in artificial intelligence, deep learning, and end-

to-end (E2E) communication technologies, the concept of

semantic communication has recently emerged [2]. Semantic

communication prioritizes understanding the meaning and

goals behind transmitted information, surpassing the tradi-

tional focus on the precise transmission of bits.

Four approaches to semantic communication are outlined in

[3]. Firstly, the classical approach utilizes logical probability

to quantify semantic information, primarily for text sources.

Secondly, the knowledge graph (KG) approach represents se-

mantics by KG structure. Thirdly, the machine learning (ML)

approach leverages learned model parameters to represent

semantics. Lastly, the significance approach emphasizes timing

as semantics. Inspired by Weaver, an alternative approach

extends Shannon’s statistical probability (information theory)

beyond the technical layer to the next two levels.

Works in semantic communication have been categorized into

two types of research directions: data reconstruction and task

execution. Data reconstruction is generally done by extracting

semantic information on the transmitter side and recovering

data with the received semantic information on the receiver

side. This has been initially investigated by [4] and [5] for

diverse sources following ML approach. Motivated by the

mentioned works, papers like [6] and [7] have tried to explore

communication efficiency and resource allocation issues in this

research direction.

On the other hand, for task execution, also referred to as task-

oriented communication or goal-oriented communication, [8]

explored a communication scheme based on the information

bottleneck (IB) framework, enabling information encoding for

a single task while adapting to dynamic wireless channel

conditions. The same authors in [9] studied distributed relevant

information encoding for collaborative feature extraction to

fulfill a task, leveraging distributed IB. Moreover, [10] offered

a framework for collaborative retrieval of the message using

multiple received semantic information and also expanded it

using reinforcement learning in [11]. To consider some physi-

cal layer communication aspects, [12] contributed to resource

allocation in a multi-user system according to the single task

accuracy, channel conditions, and computing requests.

We aim to advance task-oriented research direction following

the information theory perspective. Unlike existing works

focusing on single-task processing, even in collaborative sce-

narios, this paper contributes to a more general approach

capable of handling various tasks cooperatively by utilizing

semantic wireless networks. Key contributions include:

• Introducing a semantic source utilizing probabilistic mod-

eling and enabling different semantics extraction of a

single observation.

• Proposing a semantic encoding structure employing neu-

ral networks (NNs), wherein the encoder is divided into

a common unit (CU) and multiple specific units (SUs).

This proposed design aims to process multiple tasks

simultaneously.

• Demonstrating the proposed structure shows cooperation

amongst SUs, improving their performance. This cooper-

ation occurs through the shared CU, while SUs perform

joint semantic and channel coding (JSCC) concurrently

executing their individual tasks.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we initially introduce our probabilistic

modeling of a semantic source. Subsequently, leveraging the
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Fig. 1: Probabilistic graphical modeling of the proposed se-

mantic source.

provided source model, we introduce our system model and

formulate an optimization problem that addresses the execu-

tion of multiple tasks concurrently and cooperatively.

A. Semantic Source Modeling

We introduce our definition of semantic source, as shown

in Fig. 1. We propose that there can be several semantics

lying behind an observation shown by S, and it is our tasks

that specify one/multiple semantics to be our interest. In this

paper, we assume the existence of N independent tasks, spec-

ifying N semantic variables indicated by z = [ z1 z2 . . . zN ] .

Having had the semantic variables defined and exploiting the

probabilistic modeling, we define the tuple of (z,S) as our

semantic source, fully described by the probability distribution

of p(z,S). More precisely, we describe our semantic source by

p(z)p(S|z), where p(S|z) is our semantic channel that reflects

the semantic variables in our observation. Such a definition

enables the simultaneous extraction of multiple semantic vari-

ables based on a single observation and addresses multiple

tasks. For instance, consider an image featuring both a tree

and a number. One task may entail determining the presence

of a tree, resulting in a binary semantic variable. Meanwhile,

another task could focus on identifying the number within the

image, yielding a multinomial semantic variable, independent

of the first one.

B. System Probabilistic Modeling

We argue that having the same observation, there can

be some common relevant information useful for multiple

semantic variables, and this can be shared among the SUs.

Moreover, We argue this sharing might lead to better task

performance, resulting in cooperative task-relevant informa-

tion extraction. Thus, our idea is to split up the semantic

encoder into a CU and SUs, introducing cooperative semantic

communication to process multiple tasks. Our system model

consists of a single observation and N independent semantic

variables, each associated with a unique task. As illustrated

in Fig. 2 initially, the CU encoder extracts the common

relevant information from the semantic source. Then, N SU

encoders extract and transmit task-specific information to their

respective decoders. Output of SU encoders are shown as

x1,x2, . . . ,xN , and their noise-corrupted version received at

the corresponding decoders are indicated by x̂1, x̂2, . . . , x̂N .

In our approach, we incorporate wireless transmission between

encoders and decoders, employing the additive white Gaussian

noise (AWGN) channel. Upon reception, semantic decoders
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Fig. 2: Illustration of the proposed cooperative multi-task

approach system model.

deliver the semantic variables to their respective recipients.

Specifically, the Markov representation of our system model

for the i-th semantic variable is outlined as follows.

p(ẑi, x̂i,xi, c|S) =

pDeci(ẑi|x̂i) p
Channel(x̂i|xi) p

SUi(xi|c)p
CU(c|S).

(1)

In (1), pCU(c|S) defines the CU that extracts the common

relevant information amongst all tasks, from the observation.

The i-th SU is described by pSUi(xi|c) extracting task-specific

information and provide x as the channel input. The corre-

sponding decoder is then specified by pDeci(ẑi|x̂i), where x̂ is

the received information passed through the AWGN channel

and modeled like x̂i = xi+n, where n ∼ N (0m, σ2
nIm), and

m is the size of the encoded task-specific information.

C. Optimization Problem

To design our split semantic encoder architecture, we

formulate an optimization problem adopting the information

maximization principle together with the E2E learning manner,

which has been proven effective for task-oriented communi-

cation [13], as follows.

[ pCU(c|s)⋆, pSU(x|c)⋆] = arg max
pCU(c|s),

pSU(x|c).

N
∑

i=1

bi I(x̂i; zi). (2)

Thus, the objective is to maximize the mutual information

between the channel output x̂i, and the semantic variables zi.

In equation (2), bi is a constant coefficient, representing a

factor that will be fixed at one. This choice is made as we

do not explore the relationship between semantic variables or

prioritize them within the scope of this paper. As distributions,

pCU(c|s) and pSU(x|c) = [ pSU1(x1|c) . . . pSUN (xN |c)] , are

completely unknown, we approximate them using NNs, result-

ing in pCU

θ (c|s) and p
SUi

φi
(xi|c), where θ represents the NN’s

parameters approximating the CU and φi is the parameters

of the i-th NNs approximating the i-th SU. Consequently, we

formulate the approximated objective function as follows.

L(θ,φ) =
N
∑

i=1

I(x̂i; zi)

≈ EpCU
θ

(c|s)

[

N
∑

i=1

{

Ep(S,zi)

[

E
p

SUi
φi

(x̂i|c)
[ log p(zi|x̂i)]

]}

]

.

(3)
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Details on the objective function’s lower bound derivation

are deferred to Appendix A. As shown in (3), by consid-

ering the channel outputs we aim to emphasize the role

of joint semantic and channel coding performed by our

SUs. That is why employing the fact that p
SUi

φi
(x̂i|c) =

∫

p
SUi

φi
(xi|c) pChannel(x̂i|xi) dxi, we try to optimize p

SUi

φi
(x̂i|c)

and explicitly show how JSCC is performed. Moreover, (3)

shows our adaptation of E2E design, where we jointly optimize

the encoders and decoders. Including the AWGN channel

directly in our E2E design works well as its transfer function

is differentiable. Moreover, the outer expectation, appearing

due to our structure, highlights the difference between our ap-

proach and others used for single-task processing and includes

cooperation amongst the SU blocks.

Regarding the i-th decoder in (3), the pDeci(ẑi|x̂i) can be

fully determined using the known distributions and underlying

probabilistic relationship in (1) as:

pDeci(ẑi|x̂i) =

∫

p
SUi

φi
(x̂i|c) pCU

θ (c|S) p(S, zi) ds dc

p(x̂i)
. (4)

However, due to the high-dimensional integrals, (4) becomes

intractable and we need to follow the variational approxima-

tion technique [14], resulting in:

L(θ,φ,ψ) ≈

EpCU
θ

(c|S)

[

N
∑

i=1

{

Ep(S,zi)

[

E
p

SUi
φi

(x̂i|c)
[ log q

Deci

ψi
(zi|x̂i)]

]}

]

.

(5)

Where in (5), ψi represents the i-th NN approximating the

true distribution of the i-th decoder. To obtain the empirical

estimate of the above objective function, we approximate the

expectations using Monte Carlo sampling assuming the exis-

tence of a dataset {S(j), z
(j)
1 , . . . , z

(j)
N }Jj=1 where J represents

the batch size of the dataset.

L(θ,φ,ψ) ≈

1

L

L
∑

l=1





N
∑

i=1







1

J

J
∑

j=1

[

1

K

K
∑

k=1

[ log q
Deci

ψi
(ẑi|x̂j,k)]

]









 .
(6)

To overcome the differentiability issues in (6), we have

adopted the reparameterization trick [14], introducing cj,l =
µcj

+ σcj ⊙ ǫj,l and ǫ ∼ N (0, σ2
I). The issue of dif-

ferentiability regarding φ does not arise, as we presume a

deterministic process occurring for xj , with noise sampling

taking place for x̂j,k = xj +nk. Thus, we fix the sample size

of the reparameterization trick, L, and the channel sampling

size, K , to one for each batch. Details on how the lower

bound objective function is differentiable with respect to all

parameters are deferred to Appendix B.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed

architecture, we use the MNIST dataset of handwritten

digits [15], containing 60,000 images for the training set and

10,000 samples for the test set. For a specific number of tasks

denoted by N , we shape our semantic source as stated before

like {S(j), z
(j)
1 , . . . , z

(j)
N }Jj=1. This involves pre-processing

TABLE I: The NN structure for MNIST dataset.

Layer Output size

CU Fully-connected (FC) + Tanh, FC 64

SU
(SU1) FC + Tanh, FC 16

(SU2) FC + Tanh, FC 16

Dec
(Dec1) FC + Tanh, FC + Sigmoid 1

(Dec2) FC + Tanh, FC + Softmax 10

the MNIST dataset by assigning multiple labels to each data

sample S
(j). Thus, in this setup labels stand for our semantic

variables. For our evaluations, we consider the execution

of two tasks, binary classification (Task1) and categorical

classification (Task2). Therefore, two semantic variables,

z1 ∼ Bernoulli and z2 ∼ Multinomial will represent

Task1 and Task2 respectively. Our experiments consider the

classification of digit “2” as Task1 and digit identification for

Task2. The implemented NN structure is described in Table

I and found heuristically. Regarding the objective function in

(6), the
∑N

i=1 forces us to feed the dataset in training phase

like {s(j), z
(j)
n }Jj=1. Then, the outer summation will try to

capture the learned features across different tasks in the CU,

performing a joint training procedure.
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Fig. 3: Impact of the CU on task execution for Task1.

Fig. 3, compares the proposed approach (with CU) with

the conventional single-task semantic communication (without

CU) for Task1. It shows that our approach outperforms the

conventional one resulting in a lower task execution error rate

and faster improvement. The same holds for Task2, as shown

in Fig. 4. We kept the structure of the without-CU case, the

same as our SUs and respective decoders for fair comparison.

To illustrate that cooperation through the CU may not always

be beneficial, Fig. 5, contrasts two scenarios: case1 and case2.

The proposed approach demonstrates constructive outcomes in

case1, involving two categorical classifications. However, in

case 2, where both tasks are binary classifications (Task1: “2”

and Task2: “4”), destructive cooperation is evident.

We interpret the findings in Fig 5 through the Kullback-

Leibler (KL) divergence of our semantics distributions,

DKL ( p(z1|S) ‖ p(z2|S)) . In case1, semantic variables are

maximally informative about each other, and constructive co-

operation is observed. The converse is observed in case2 where
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Fig. 4: Impact of the CU on task execution for Task2.
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Fig. 5: Constructive and destructive behaviors.

they are less informative. Generally, increased KL divergence

corresponds to constructive cooperation, while decreased KL

divergence signifies a shift towards destructive behavior.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we introduced a semantic encoding scheme,

dividing the encoder into CU and SUs, enabling cooperative

semantic communication and the simultaneous process of mul-

tiple tasks. We also introduced our semantic source definition,

allowing the extraction of diverse semantic variables from a

single observation. Future research directions involve optimiz-

ing the clustering of SUs to improve cooperative performance

and exploring the integration of new SUs into the architecture.

APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF THE LOWER BOUND

Using the approximated distributions for (2):

L(θ,φ) ≈
N
∑

i=1

∫

p(zi,S) p
CU

θ (c|S)

p
SUi

φi
(xi|c)p

Channel(x̂i|xi) log p(zi|x̂i) dzi ds dc dxi dx̂i

≈
N
∑

i=1

∫

p(zi,S) p
CU

θ (c|S)p
SUi

φi
(x̂i|c) log p(zi|x̂i) dzi ds dc dx̂i

APPENDIX B

DIFFERENTIABILITY OF THE LOWER BOUND

Considering the lower bound (5):

EpCU
θ

(c|s)

[

N
∑

i=1

{

Ep(s,zi)

[

E
p

SUi
φi

(x̂i|c)
[ f(zi)]

]}

]

We know that zi = g(x̂i,ψi), x̂i = h(c,φi,n), and c =
u(s, θ, ǫ) where n in h(·) and ǫ in u(·) solve the differentiabil-

ity issues with ∇θEpCU
θ

(c|s)[ ·] and ∇φEpSU
φ
(x̂|c)[ ·] . Employing

the chain rule derivative for the lower bound ensures its

differentiability with respect to all parameters, as exemplified

below for φ.

L(θ,φ,ψ)

φ
=

∂f

∂g
·
∂g

∂h
·
∂h

∂φ
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